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Table	1.	Upper	limits	of	composed	range	Piece	 Vn	 Va	 Vc	 Db	 Fl	 Ob	 Cl(Bb)	 Bn	 Hn(F)	 Tpt(Bb)	 Tbn	Beethoven	 G6	 E5	 A4	 G3	 A6	 D6	 A5(B5)	 Ab4	 C5(G5)	 G5(A5)	 N/A	Schubert	 Bb6	 Eb5	 G#4	 F#3	 A6	 E6	 B5(C#6)	 Bb4	 A4(E5)	 G#5(A#5)	 G4	Pitches	noted	in	concert	pitch.	Written	pitches	parenthetical.			 In	addition	to	range	limits,	a	number	of	other	part-specific	generalizations	can	be	drawn.	The	string	writing	includes	a	mixed	use	of	divisi	and	double	stops.	Where	written	doubles	stops	might	be	too	challenging	for	a	section	or	individual	for	reasons	of	shifting	or	intonation,	the	part	can	be	played	divisi.	Neither	piece	specifies	non-divisi	at	any	point.	Neither	piece	requires	any	advanced	technique,	including	double	tonguing,	from	the	woodwinds	or	brass	players.	Any	written	clef	changes	can	be	easily	re-written,	as	needed,	in	an	instrument’s	native	clef,	and	parts	are	available	for	standard	wind	instruments	when	written	for	a	different	transposition	(while	this	allows	for	ease	of	access	for	players	lacking	called-for	instruments	or	needed	transposition	skills,	resultant	key	signatures	are	more	challenging).	The	timpani	parts	in	both	works	use	two	drums	and	do	not	require	mid-movement	tuning	changes.		Overall	similarities	in	both	pieces	include	the	challenge	of	maintaining	steady	pulse,	especially	in	slower	sections	or	movements,	and	the	use	of	basic	syncopation.	Key	structure	minimally	ventures	past	keys	with	more	than	2	sharps	or	flats	(Beethoven	moves	briefly	into	C	minor)	and	feature	minimal	chromatic	writing.	Where	length	is	concerned,	while	the	
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Beethoven	symphony	is	26	minutes	overall,	no	movement	of	either	work	is	longer	than	12	minutes.	Lastly,	neither	piece	calls	for	instrumentation	beyond	modest	wind	and	standard	string	sections,	with	a	percussion	section	limited	to	timpani.	
CONCLUSIONS/FUTURE	RESEARCH	Programming	remains	a	tall	task	for	any	orchestral	music	director,	especially	the	music	director	of	a	community	or	youth	orchestra.	To	properly	program	for	his	or	her	orchestra,	the	music	director	must	match	an	intimate	knowledge	of	the	abilities	of	his	or	her	orchestra	with	literature	engaging	for	both	players	and	audience	while	satisfying	the	musical	thirst	of	both	parties.	The	limited	skill	set	and/or	musical	maturity	of	the	community	or	youth	orchestra	significantly	reduces	the	tools	(repertoire)	at	the	music	director’s	disposal	to	accomplish	such	a	task.		While	no	set	of	criteria	or	guidelines	will	perfectly	match	all	orchestras,	following	the	analysis	of	Beethoven’s	first	symphony	and	the	first	movement	of	Schubert’s	“Unfinished”	symphony,	both	of	which	have	been	successfully	programmed	with	orchestras	of	a	community/youth	orchestra	level,	a	picture	begins	to	take	shape	of	what	appropriate	literature	for	such	ensembles	looks	like.	Appendix	A	offers	the	beginning	of	a	set	of	guidelines	for	these	ensembles.	Because	it	is	constructed	based	on	the	study	of	only	two	pieces	of	music,	these	guidelines	are	a	working	document,	to	be	sure.	Further	study	is	needed	to	continue	to	refine	the	document	and	make	it	truly	useful	on	a	broad	spectrum.	To	do	so,	more	repertoire	known	to	be	appropriate	for	and	successful	with	youth	and	community	orchestras	must	be	studied	in	a	manner	similar	to	the	two	works	studied	here.	These	additional	findings	need	be	used	to	modify	the	tool.	
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Conductors	of	professional	orchestras	have	a	broad	an	varied	range	of	orchestral	repertoire	at	their	fingertips	when	facing	the	challenge	of	programming.	Junior	high	school	and	high	school	orchestra	directors	have	graded	systems	and	resources	at	their	disposal	(like	the	Teaching	Music	Through	Performance	in	Orchestra	books).	The	middle	area—that	of	youth	and	community	orchestras—remains	without	guidelines	to	aid	in	the	all-important	task	of	programming.	While	incomplete,	it	is	hoped	that	the	guidelines	discovered	here	might	serve	as	the	basis	for	a	broader	tool	to	aid	music	directors,	especially	those	new	to	the	field,	as	they	program	for	their	youth	and	community	orchestras	for	seasons	to	come.	
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Appendix	A	Characteristics	of	Orchestral	Literature		Appropriate	for	Youth	and	Community	Orchestras		General	Characteristics		
• Length	
o Overall	no	longer	than	30	minutes	
o Individual	movements	under	15	minutes	
• Instrumentation	
o Basic	winds	with	full	string	complement	
• Key	
o Generally	within	2	sharps	and/or	flats	
o Minimal	chromaticism	
• Performance	Challenges	
o Syncopated	rhythms	
o Maintaining	steady	pulse		Part-Writing		
• Strings	
o Range	requires	moderate	shifting	
o Moderate	double	stop	writing	that	can	be	played	divisi	if	needed	
o Minimal	clef	changes	that	can	be	re-written	in	native	clef	
o Basic	bow	technique	
• Winds/Brass	
o Range	limits	
! Flutes:	first	3	octaves	
! Oboes:	beginning	of	3rd	octave	
! Clarinets:	below	altissimo	(written	C#6)	
! Bassoons:	C5	and	below	
! Horn	in	F:	within	and	below	the	staff	
! Trumpet	in	Bb:	just	above	the	writing	staff	
o No	use	of	double	tonguing	or	other	advanced	technique	
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